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After twenty minutes the firing eased off and then started again. But it

was the type of noise that is so overwhelming that you obtain no relief from a

temporary lull and when the firing starts again it sounds louder than before.

While this coast was full of blinding gunflashes and the light danced for

miles along the hills it was black on the mainland at first. Then fires began
to appear - red glows,white glows, streams of sparks shooting upward.

All this time the barges under their arch of shells were getting closer and

closer. The Navy cane in for a last tremendous barrage so concentrated that it

appeared merely as a stream of red sparks. At 0430 the first barges touched the

shore. The engineers were the first on the beaches. They ran forward with their

Bangalore tordepoes to explode the beach wire. Others cleared safe paths up to

the seawall and then the infantry rushed through into the villages. The barrage

nr -7 lifted slightly. It had first aimed at the pillboxes on the beach then gone

inland, then crept back towards the landing troops and now finally it was lifting

again on to the hills. These, many hundreds of guns were controlled as you might

control one gun. Towards 0515 the mainland began to take shape in the half light

of the morning. The great black shoulder of Calabria began to dissolve into

detail mile by mile. At 0330 I could see the deep mist clinging along the shore -

the shelldust and shellsmoke - and more barges were creeping into the beaches.

The Straits now looked like a river full of silver light and crowded with vessels

of all sorts buzzing about like gnats on a pond. The water was so still it looked

like grey ice.

Abruptly the barrage ended. It was some moments before one could get

accustomed to the quiet. Then the small noises of the battle came through - the

rattle of Bren guns on the beach and during the time I have been writing - the

crump of mortars. The battlecloud still lies over there and it is somewhere in

that fog that the shooting sounds most. But it is not very heavy yet. Now at

0700 the sun has risen over Italy into a perfect sky. It will be a hot day and

dusty.

With many thousands of others now I an going down to the beaches to make the

crossing. It looks as if we will have a calm trip.
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